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Lessons from Wildfire Adaptation to Climate 
Change

Jeff Eustache RFT, Manager Forest Fuel Management Department



Presentation Overview

• Brief overview of FNESS
• Forest Fuel Management Department
• Current engagement & partnerships with the Province of BC

• First Nation Adapt Project
• Project introduction and overview
• Community engagement
• Interviews and analysis
• Development of community-based burn plan
• Expected outcomes
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 Registered Not-For-Profit Charity
 Governed by a First Nations Board of Directors elected by our members 
 Board Directors are members of First Nations Communities in BC
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Mission Statement
As a professional community-minded, highly skilled and committed team, 
FNESS works with First Nations in promoting, developing and sustaining 
safer and healthier communities by 

• providing assistance to develop emergency planning, training, 
response and recovery;

• providing structural fire skills training, education and 
prevention;

• providing forest fuel and wildland fire mitigation- fire smart 
programs (both on and off reserve); and

• fostering leadership and collaborative partnerships to advance 
structural fire services, emergency management, and forest fuel and 
wildland fire mitigation priorities.
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• Primarily funded through the Strategic
Wildfire Prevention Initiative and now the
Community Resiliency Investment Program

• Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) supports
BC First Nations with Wildfire Prevention
Initiative’s.

• Support First Nations to access resources,
funding for wildfire prevention initiatives.

• Assist communities to navigate through
funding, applications, and program criteria.

• Support engagement with the province of
BC and FN communities regarding
prescribed burning in BC.

• Support Province of BC and FN with
Wildland fire fighting, response, training and
contract/employment opportunities.
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Forest Fuel Management Department



First Nation Adapt Project
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• Is a multi-year project (2017-2019) – officially commenced in October 2017

• Engages with three First Nations communities in British Columbia:

Xwisten Shackan Indian Band                       Yunesit’in 
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FNESS First Nation Adapt Project: 
Revitalizing traditional burning – Integrating Indigenous 

cultural values into wildfire management and climate 
change adaptation planning



• Involves the use of qualitative interviews and analysis

– Interview questions are semi-structured, open-ended

– Analysis searches for key patterns, similarities, values, and locations

• Analysis leads to co-development of a community-based burn management framework

– Combines western science with Indigenous cultural knowledge & values

– Climate change concerns considered

• Serves as a case study for enhancing holistic knowledge and observations of wildfire 
management to inform climate change adaptation planning for First Nations communities of 
similar scale and needs. 
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FNESS First Nation Adapt Project: 
Revitalizing traditional burning – Integrating Indigenous 

cultural values into wildfire management and climate 
change adaptation planning



Methodology
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Project Activities

• Meetings with participating First Nation community’s Band Council 
and designated staff;

– discuss project concepts, objectives, timelines

Meetings at Xwisten
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Meetings with Shackan Indian Band and Tmixw Research Group



Methodology
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Development of community-based burn plan

• Incorporate local Indigenous values, objectives and concerns 
identified during the interviews
– berry producing areas, deer range improvements, and 

community protection
– Access, pest management, increase plant and medicinal’ s

• Includes goals and objectives, regulatory processes, area 
selection, partnerships and resource requirements

• Current burning practices and methods of government and 
industry

– Technical data for the burn plans has been collected
– Burn plan has been developed
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Xwisten (Bridge River Indian Band)
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• Xwisten – the smiling people

• Lillooet Tribal Council member (St’at’imc Nation)

• 9 km’s NW of Lillooet at the convergence of 
Bridge and Fraser rivers

• Along Highway 40

• 4,023 hectares spread over 3 reserves

• 464 registered members, 200 living on-reserve



Shackan Band
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• Scw’exmx – people of the 
creeks

• Nicola Tribal Council member 
(Nlaka’pamux Nation)

• 40 km’s west of Merritt and 
20 km’s east of Spences 
Bridge

• Along Highway 8

• 3,875 hectares spread over 3 
reserves

• 133 registered members

• 69 living on-reserve



Yunesit’in
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• Yunesit’in – aka. Stone or 
Stoney

• One of six communities that 
comprises the Tsilhqot’in 
Nation

• 105 km west of Williams 
Lake, 8 km south of 
Hanceville

• 486 registered members

• 232 living on-reserve



• Dry, open south-facing slopes and flat benches

– Sagebrush, bunchgrass, saskatoon and soopolallie

– Immature and mature Ponderosa Pine and Douglas-fir

• North-facing slopes primarily Douglas-fir with Ponderosa Pine in the valley bottom

– Same species as above but with denser areas of brush, shrubs, and trees in the 
wetter areas

• Mountain Pine Beetle outbreak

– Areas of Fd and Py mortality still remain

• Severe drought in summer of 2009, 2017-18

• Result

– Increased surface fuel loading and risk of severe wildfire
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Existing forest structure & 
past impacts



FBP Fuel Types
C7 fuel type

Ponderosa Pine/Douglas Fir over story

Xwisten (Bridge River Indian Band)

O1a/b fuel type

Matted and Standing grass

Shackan Band
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Xwisten
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Fuel Treatments
Xwisten (Bridge River Indian Band)
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• From 2007 to 2019 treated well over 120 ha of reserve land as well as 24 ha of Provincial 
crown land



FireSmart Recognized Community

• Xwisten (Bridge River Indian Band) received 
National Fire Smart Recognition in 2013 and 
renewed in 2014.
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Interviews
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Gasper Jack

• When asked about hunting 
areas he said…
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Shackan Indian Band
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FireSmart Recognized Community
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• Shackan received National Fire 
Smart Community Recognition in 
2013

• Renewed in 2014 and 2017.

• Shackan Fire Department 
responded to a grassfire in March 
2018.
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Interviews
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“… just over the past few years I've noticed a lot of 
the seasons are starting to overlap, we’re getting 
hotter summers, cold winters, but the mish-mash in 
between those seasons is the mix, because we go 
from, high waters flooding, to drought conditions in 
like 4 weeks and because it runs off so quickly 
there's not enough time for the ground to absorb 
the water which creates drier conditions for the fire 
to start, and if we’re able to properly introduce 
traditional burning into our practices again I think it 
would help a lot with, like forest sustainability, and 
some of our traditional practices, like berry picking 
and even hunting, and probably pest control, like 
ticks, seem to come in waves and then one year its 
just absolutely terrible, a fire goes through and then 
there very little ticks the next year.”

Chief Jordan 
Joe
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Yunesit’in Interviews
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Agnes Haller
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Expected outcomes
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• Resources and capacity to plan for and adapt to effects of climate 
change

• Inform policy makers, wildfire management specialist, crew leaders, 
land planners, and program managers

• Develop strategies that maintain or enhance cultural 
attributes of First Nations communities.

• Conduct research and community engagement into 
traditional knowledge of prescribed fire

• Develop a training and education plan in regards to 
traditional burning practices, supporting organizational, skills 
and capacity 
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Thank You!
Jeff Eustache – jeustache@fness.bc.ca
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Visit us at www.fness.bc.ca

or follow us at http://www.facebook.com/FNESS.BC
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